ABSTRACT: The identification of areas of collision risk in restricted waters could play an important role in VTS services. Based on the concept of ship domain, this paper introduces a model for identifying collision risk between vessels in restricted waters, then puts forward an improved DBSCAN clustering algorithm for identifying areas of high collision risk, finally, the visualization algorithm is presented. The experimental results in this paper show the algorithm is capable of identifying and rendering areas of collision risk in restricted waters.
INTRODUCTION
Identification of areas of collision risk in restricted waters is not only important to measure marine traffic safety, but also helpful for marine traffic guiding and controlling.
Many methods have been put forward for measuring the collision risk between vessels, such as fuzzy theory [1] , ANN [2] , ship's DCPA and TCPA [3] , traditional clustering algorithm [4] , etc. Generally, these methods are suitable for the high seas or open waters because they do not consider ships' dimension, which is a quite important factor for evaluating the collision risk between vessels in restricted waters.
AIS technology makes it practical to collect ships' dimension information. Ship's domain, which is closely related to the ship's dimension, is applied to measure and identify the collision risk between vessels in restricted waters, and then an improved clustering algorithm based on DBSCAN [5] , is put forward for gathering the ships of collision risk and areas of collision risk will be developed, finally, the border of the areas is smoothed.
AN IMPROVED DBSCAN ALGORITHM FOR INDENTIFING AREAS OF COLLISION RISK
For measuring collision risk between vessels in restricted waters, this paper images ships in the restricted waters as each independent polygon object. these objects are clustered to identify area of collision risk. The so-called clustering is the method grouping data object into several classes or cluster, the objects in same class has high similarity, otherwise has high difference. Clustering algorithm is an important part in Data Mining, commonly used clustering algorithm are DBSCAN algorithm, OPTICS algorithm, DENCLUE algorithms, CLIQUE algorithm, K -MEANS algorithm, etc [4] .
In the above algorithms, DBSCAN is typical clustering algorithms which based on density clustering method, its high dimensional data handling and noise object eliminating effect is better than the other clustering algorithm, so after improving it is suitable to clustering geometry objects. In this paper the traffic flow in restricted waters has the same characteristic (geometry type), so we choose DBSCAN algorithm for prototype clustering algorithm.
In DBSCAN algorithm, the data object to be clustering is seen as a particle, obviously it does not fit the situation in the restricted waters. Taking this problem into account, this paper introduces the concept of the ship domain [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] .
Ship domain is the area that every ship hopes to maintain an independent region from otherness around itself in order to avoid collisions. Factors affecting the ship domain include: Ship's size, speed, state of motion, manipulation and movement of the shipʹs performance, encounter posture, manipulator's psychological factors, traffic density in water, traffic environment, and then hydro-meteorological, etc. After selected model of ship domain, this paper described the improved DBSCAN algorithm as below. Definition 1 Objects:in this paper, the objects means ships. Definition 2  neighborhood: the region(polygon) of objects' ship domains can be called objectʹs
Definition 3 density: the density of a object p is that the number of objects be contained in object p's  neighborhood. Definition 4 Core object: if an object's  neighborhood at least contains the minimum number (MinPts) objects, it named core object.
Definition 5 Directly density-reachable: in a given set of objects marked D, for a given  neighborhood, if the object p and the object q both in each other's  neighborhood ,and q is a core object, then we call the object p is directly density-reachable from the object q. .we call the object p is density-reachable from the object q.( transmission).
Definition 7 density-connected: in a given set of objects D ,  and MinPts, object p and object q are both density-reachable from the object O, then the object p and object q is density-connected.
Definition 8 class with noise: in given  and MinPts, a class C is non-empty subset of given set of objects D satisfies the following three conditions: 1 For any p, q ∈ D, if q ∈ C, and P is densityreachable from q, then p ∈ C; 2 For any p, q ∈ C, p and q are density-connected; 3 Do not belong to any class of objects is considered noise.
Improved DBSCAN algorithm through  and MinPts as input parameters to control the density of the class, only class the density more than MinPts can be retain . The clustering process is based on the following procedures:
(1) Given parameters  and MinPts ,if exists core object P , every objects density-reachable from P satisfies  and MinPts clusters a class and P belongs to this class; (2) Assuming that class C is satisfies  and MinPts, P is a core object of class C, then the class C is equivalent to the set contains objects densityreachable from P.
Algorithm's idea is that we trace and find points(ships) to cluster through checking database (AIS database).Firstly, we take different time data synchronous to the same time, this step involving dead reckoning. If  neighborhood of point P (ship P) contains more than MinPts number points, then create a new class (collision risk area) which core is P. Next, repeatedly looking up to some objects which is density-reachable from the core P, in this process may involve some class combined. When there is no new point can be added to any class, it is the end of the clustering process. It seems that improved DBSCAN algorithm has the best recognition effect among three algorithm above, specifically in the restricted waters.
ALGORITHM FOR COMBINING AREAS OF COLLISION RISK
Clustering results in the shape of the high-risk areas of the ship presented overlapping geometric and disorganized, in order to let the drawing area to contain the entire polygon outer envelope for identifying collision risk areas, we need to design a polygon merge algorithm.
This paper used the method of traversing coordinates of spatial point to combine collision risk areas, and allowed the points arrange in clockwise or counterclockwise. Its purpose is formed through set of points form vertices of multiple polygon (named G) and make the queue T can include all points of G.
The algorithms described are as follows:
The set of points in the Cartesian coordinate system is ) )}( , ( ). 
It can divide G into upper part and lower part: In figure 3 .1, the dotted line around the two quadrilateral vertex,they are ,then replaced T into temp T as input of step (1) and return to perform the step (1) ,step (2) ; if not go to step (2) .
Algorithm schematic diagram as follows: The results show that the algorithm put forward in this paper is able to identify and render areas of collision risk in restricted waters.
